Multimodal information retrieval is a research problem of great interest in all domains, due to the huge collections of multimedia data available in different contexts like text, image, audio and video. Researchers are trying to incorporate multimodal information retrieval using machine learning, support vector machines, neural network and neuroscience etc. to provide an efficient retrieval system that fulfills user need. This paper is an overview of multimodal information retrieval, challenges in the progress of multimodal information retrieval.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of digital content on web has reached impressive rates in the last decade, the convergence of web, mobile access and digital television has boosted the production of images, audio and video contents, making the web a truly multimedia platform. Nowadays, multimedia popularity demands intelligent and efficient maneuverings in order to manage with the large amount of multimedia data. Due to the fact that, every modality has its own retrieval models so, for better understanding of methodology this paper describes the work done in each modality one by one.
In the field of textual information retrieval there are broadly two modes of retrieval based on keyword (ad-hoc retrieval), categories (ontology) [1] . All these modes of retrievals have their pros and cons, therefore used in different types of applications. There is a need of a generic system that can work on various techniques and recognizes the application intelligently. There are broadly four traditional information retrieval applications: content searching, text classification/clustering, content management and question answering, most of these use statistical or machine learning approaches [2] . For improving the retrieval methods in faster mode, indexing techniques are used. Researchers also used query reformulation techniques for retrieving appropriate information required by the user. For better understanding of user"s need, Lavrenko and Croft [3] introduced the concept of relevance feedback for obtaining the relevance of retrieved information with the user"s need in the form of feedback interface or getting relevance on opened documents.
In the area of image retrieval, there are broadly four modes of retrieval viz retrieval through descriptors, texture or pattern recognition, feature based retrieval and retrieval through objects [4] . Early systems mainly used image descriptors based on color or with texture and shape [5] . Local feature extraction from image patches or segmented image regions based on feature matching is discussed in [6] . Recently, techniques used by the researchers are based on inverted files, Bag-Of-Visual words [7] , Fisher Vectors [8] and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [9] . There are broadly two types of features discussed in past works i.e. local features and global features [10] .
In the field of audio retrieval, most of the early systems use audio retrieval by metadata (artist, song title, album title etc.) [11] , content based retrieval either via converting audio signals into text words or measuring similarity by rhythm and tempo.
Researchers have also used annotation-based approaches for audio retrieval.
Multimodal information retrieval (MMIR) is about the search for information in any modality (text, image, audio and video) on web, using combinations of two or more retrieval models. A novel unified framework for multimodal search and retrieval by introducing a novel data representation for multimodal data in Content Object (CO) is described in [12] . Recent efforts in the field of multimodal retrieval systems have led to a growing research community and a number of academic and industrial projects. Besides focusing on single mode of retrieval systems, latest technologies target on multimodal retrieval engines. Current development explicitly focused on queries such as "Show me the video and related documents related to the input query" or "Give me all media (text, image, audio and video) that contains information about the mouth cancer" come into vogue. In order to support such challenging requests, researcher needs to work on several fronts; some of these are listed below:
• New semantic models for combining individual media models.
• New retrieval engines for crossing the media boundary during search.
• New interfaces managing the input and presentation of various media data, etc.
• New retrieval models for retrieving relative information within the same media as well as in cross media. This paper has been organized in three sections. Section 2 gives an insight of various challenges faced in MMIR systems. In this section, several challenges have been discussed, the focus being semantic gap and Multimodal information fusion. Section 3 discusses future trends in MMIR systems; presents an idea for bridging the semantic gap and finally in section 4, conclusion summarizes the previous work done in MMIR system.
CHALLENGES IN MMIR SYSTEMS
MMIR systems still have a number of challenging problems, which will be discussed briefly here. One of the most critical problems is bridging the semantic gap between low-level features such as color, texture, shape, object motion, frequency etc. and high-level user"s information need. The challenge is how to bridge the gap between these features used by contemporary multimedia systems and the high-level concepts required by the user like finding all shots containing accidents due to rash drive.
Repeatability, the ability to achieve the same performance when moving from the research test set to general-purpose video streams, is another outstanding challenge [13] . The ability to design these systems to intelligently help users to achieve their needs instead of overwhelming them with inappropriate results is another issue that needs further considerations [14] . Also, the high dimensionality of multimedia features makes the feature space very sparse, leading to generalization problems. A possible solution to the generalization problem is to use as much training data as possible [15] .
Search speed is also an issue in particular when dealing with huge amount of multimedia data. It is a challenging task to ensure that the system performance will scale well even when dealing with projects such as the national digital libraries. A suggested solution to the scalability problem is distributed computing in particular in 3-tier architectures. Proper modeling is also essential because many of the current systems lack a sound theoretical basis.
The application of contextual constraints enriches these systems with additional metadata that helps in improving the retrieval performance [16] . The use of context makes MMIR systems both content-based and context-based systems at the same tune. In addition, dynamic selection and fusion of the right modalities for interface is another hurdle that needs to be addressed.
This fusion should be done on the fly and with minimum user intervention. Measuring multimedia data similarity is crucial too. Many systems just use the standard metric system measures to evaluate the similarity of multimedia feature vectors, although humans use completely different models to assess multimedia data similarity [17] . One other challenge is the design of appropriate user interfaces that enable users to issue the query and browse through returned results [15, 18] .
Semantic Gap
The semantic gap refers to the gap between low-level features and high-level semantic concepts. Many papers were surveyed for exploring problem of semantic gap [19] . Despite considerable research effort in this field over the last decade, there has not been any significant success for generic applications. Recently, the research community has accepted the fact that it will probably be impossible to retrieve multimedia content by semantic retrieval for several years [13] . Instead, researchers have started to use relevance feedback and machine learning techniques for bridging the semantic gap, whereas relevance feedback is an invaluable tool in this regard, which in itself has further implications on the query formulation process. Considering, low-level features do not directly express the user"s high-level perception of the multimedia content, the query formulation process is even more difficult than in uni-modal retrieval systems [13] .
Moreover, the user"s search need is dynamic and evolving in the course of a search session. Most often, multimodal searching is explorative in nature, wherein searchers initiate a session and learn as they interact with the system. However, current MMIR systems fail to deal with the dynamic nature of search needs.
Multimodal Information Fusion
Many multimodal systems have been introduced after Bolt"s pioneering work in voice and gesture [20] . The design of a multimodal system is critically dependent on the characteristics of the data as well as the requirement of the application. A set of key points that need to be considered include: information sources, feature extraction method, fusion level, fusion strategy, system architecture, and any background knowledge if at all, needs to be embedded [21] . The selection of information sources is determined by the requirements of the application. Practically, the selected modalities should be capable of providing discriminatory patterns for classification, can be collected quantitatively, and from a practical point of view, the system should be low cost and computationally efficient. Some applications may have specific qualifications, such as the universality, stability, and user-acceptability [22] . For example, a multimodal recognition system may utilize speech and video for security and consumer service applications. However, Fingerprint, face recognition and RFID techniques may be more appropriate for surveillance applications.
The effective integration of multimodal information is a challenging problem, with the major difficulties primary to the identification and extraction of complementary and discriminatory features, and the effective fusion of information from multiple channels. The extraction of features that can truly capture the universal characteristics of the intended perception, as well as offer distinctive representation against other perceptions, is of fundamental importance in a pattern recognition problem. In general, a preprocessing step is first applied to the original signal to reduce noise or detect the region of interest. For instance, noise reduction and echo cancellation for speech signals, and face detection for a face recognition system. Feature extraction techniques are then employed on the preprocessed signal to extract a compact representation. Note that depending on the specific problem, even for the same type of signal, different feature extractors are needed, such as prosodic features are usually believed to be the major indicators of human emotion in speech, while phonetic features are usually used for speech recognition. In addition, when a large number of features are extracted, a feature selection procedure might be necessary to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space, whilst selecting those most discriminatory ones.
The fusion of multimodal information is usually performed at three different levels: data/feature level, score level, and decision level [23] . Data/feature level fusion combines the original data or extracted features through certain fusion strategies. One major drawback of fusion at this level is due to the problem of "curse of dimensionality", which is usually computationally expensive and requires a large set of training data [24] . Furthermore, the fusion problem may be difficult
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Volume 74-No.14, July 2013 due to the disparate characteristics of features extracted from different modalities, such as the minute points for fingerprints and principal component analysis (PCA) features for face images [25] . Fusion at score level combines the scores generated from multiple classifiers using multiple modalities through a rule based scheme. A score normalization process is usually required to scale the scores generated by different modalities in the same range, such that no single modality will over power the others, and the significance of each individual modality is leveraged in the final decision. Alternatively, the score level fusion can be conducted in a pattern classification sense in which the scores are taken as features into a classification algorithm. Fusion at decision level is rigid due to the limited information left. Moreover, it generates the final results based on the decision from multiple modalities or classifiers using methods such as majority voting. Fusion at score and decision level can be considered as special cases of fusion at data/feature level [21] .
In general, the main challenges in multimodal information fusion include discriminatory feature extraction and selection, redundancy identification and elimination, information preserving fusion and computational complexity. In particular, the fusion strategy should be capable of taking full advantage of information collected from multiple sources and bearing a better description of the intended perception. An ill-designed multimodal system will possibly produce degraded performance and lowered feasibility.
FUTURE TRENDS
Relevance feedback is a technique that allows the user to associate his/her ranking of the returned results. This ranking is further used by the system to improve the retrieved results in the second round [26] . Relevance feedback is an example of exploiting the fact that MMIR systems are smart search tools operated by human users. The aforementioned concept needs to be a common feature in all-new system & Web-based Video search engines can be the killer application in this field [27] . The design of scalable techniques of streaming video over the Internet is a promising trend because the user might be interested only in part of the video not the entire sequence. Moving towards more specialized vertical areas are occurring too. Furthermore, real-time interactive mobile technologies are evolving introducing new ways for people to interact.
Overcoming the privacy and intellectual property rights that hinder sharing data required for designing effective benchmarking systems is another area that should be seriously searched, incorporating the user intelligence through HumanComputer Interface (HCI) techniques and information visualization strategies needs more work. Tools for selecting/pasting document parts or objects are also very important to access the inside-document content. Besides, handling the cases where greater recall accuracy is required should be investigated more.
Overcoming the semantic gap between low level features and high level features can enhance the MMIR systems and many other systems like search engines, question answering systems, surveillance systems, robotics etc. we are working to fill this semantic gap by analyzing the relativity between different objects in images to enhance the MMIR systems.
Other areas include initiatives and standards for interoperability between networks, augmenting the metadata based systems with more content analysis techniques to be applied in a contextual manner and effective integration of media sharing, annotation, search, and management techniques. Improving the summarization and browsing capabilities of current MMIR systems is a trend that deserves further investigation. Finally, some promising browsing techniques use three-dimensional representation of the search results in a trial to improve the user visualization.
CONCLUSION
A brief introduction to the basic concepts of Multimodal Information Retrieval (MMIR) systems is presented in this paper with emphasis on state of the art, challenges and future trends.
The paper also illustrates the essential needs for MMIR systems and expounds the reasons behind their pervasive use. This paper along with possible solutions and promising future wends in the field surveyed numerous current challenges faced by MMIR systems.
